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Whenever we come across this word school what is the very first thing which comes to our mind.
For some the answer world is education and for some it will be children. These are the two most
common answers that will come up. We all know this better that how much importance does
education keep for us as an individual and for a country as on whole. Education is a power for both
individual as well as for the country. Both cannot obtain success and zenith without proper
education. Education is very powerful by its entire means without a proper intake of education no
one can be eligible enough to stand on the success platform.

Education keeps a lot of weight age in a country which is still in developing phase. Education is a
key element in development of any country, if there would be more educated people in India then
there would be more people who would be socially aware, there will be more literacy rate, low below
poverty line people, more of employment and employed people. If all such things can start in a
country then it means that there will be more of advancement in a country resulting in all positive. A
country with less poverty more of literacy and employment means a total of advancement towards
the success of the country.

From the traditional time to the present time, education has been important and it still holds
importance. There has been some stereotyped intervention in education that in some strata of
economy people started seeing as education is only right of male member of the society but
practically speaking this is a complete wrong image because education is every ones right be it of
any age, sex, color, creed or religion. It is so important to every individual that government has
giving us right to education which gives us a right as a citizen of India that we all can have the
privilege of education as much as we want.

Education and education style has seen many changes in our country. This change has come
through many doors. Family matters to social and economic matters all have affected the education
system a lot.  The present boost in play school, boarding as well as day boarding schools have
shown one of the reasons of this education pattern change. Now a dayâ€™s people live in a nuclear
family and mostly we can see that both the parents are working which results in day barding of
children where the children can stay till evening and study and come back home at night. There are
many good day boarding schools in Gurgaon. There are boarding school in Gurgaon where the
children from across the country stay and study. There are many famous play schools in Gurgaon
where the toddler children can learn while playing.
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OnlineSchoolAdmissions.com is an educational website for admission in various schools across the
India. Here you will find the list of Top ranking CBSE, ICSE, IGCSC, IB, Boarding, International and
Play Schools in India category and city wise. Explore a Shanti Gyan Niketan Public School Dwarka
and a Toddlers International School Rohini or a Day Boarding Schools in Gurgaon much more.
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